BC Family Hearing Resource Centre presents

Parents want current, unbiased
information when facing the challenges
of raising an infant or young child
diagnosed with hearing loss. This resource
guides families to consider evidence
and choose strategies that promote
communication and healthy interactions
with their baby.
“An invaluable tool to help
parents make the very best decisions.”
– Dana Brynelsen, Provincial Advisor
to the Infant Development Program,
British Columbia
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Sign Language Instructor

I want more information about:

AUDIOGRAMS
___ What do the symbols on the audiogram mean?
___ What severity or degree of loss does my child have?
___ How might this hearing loss affect his development (language /speech /
learning)?
___ What do you think my child can hear with hearing aids?
___ What do you think my child can hear without hearing aids?
___ Now that my child has hearing aids, why is he not responding yet?
___ Why do the responses change? (Why does the audiologist get different result
on different days?)
___ How did the audiologist know my child was able to — or not able to — hear
certain sounds?
___ Since my child is not developmentally up to his chronological age (he has
additional speech needs), how can the audiologist know accurately what my
child can hear ?
___ Are hearing tests the same for all ages? What kinds of tests are used at
different ages?
___ What does ABR (Auditory Brainstem Response) testing tell you?
___ Can children learn how to trick audiologists so that the test results are wrong?

CHECKLIST: QUESTIONS FOR MY AUDIOLOGIST

QUESTIONS FOR MY AUDIOLOGIST (cont’d)

From a parent:
“As we were struggling
with the decisions, we
spoke with several families
who had had a range
of successes with their
children’s implants. One
was a young person who
was flourishing with
her new implant — now
listening to her Walkman
and learning to speak
French. The other was a
thriving snowboarding,
teenage girl who didn’t
use her implant anymore
and relied solely on
signing.”
“We asked ourselves
(again and again) how
would we feel if the
implant failed? Our
answer was always the
same — at least we would
have tried. We weren’t
prepared to delay the
implant, then to look
back in 5, 10, or 30 years
and wonder whether our
son had missed his only
chance to hear.”

A sign language instructor has expertise in using a visual
language system (usually ASL) and has experience in
instructing others — usually adults — in learning sign
language. A sign language instructor is not required to
have training in evaluating the communication of children
with hearing loss, or in making recommendations about
communication goals and strategies for children with
hearing loss.
Refer to Chapter 23 for more information about how to be
an advocate for your child with communication specialists
and community service providers. The Appendix provides
resources and links to information about various team
members who may be involved with your child — as well
as information regarding related professions. Other team
members (for instance, Infant Development Consultants
and Early Childhood Educators) are a part of the
communication team that provides services to families.
Considering a Cochlear Implant for Your Child

When I follow my child’s lead I am sending her the
message that what she says and does is important.

HOW TO FOLLOW
• Watch your child. Pay attention to his nonverbal
behaviour (actions, facial and body expressions, and
where he is directing his attention). Consider what
he may be thinking or feeling.

If you are considering a cochlear implant for your child,
you should be aware that current research indicates that
early implantation can make a difference. Some parents
are concerned about making such an important decision
for their child and wish they could wait until their child
is old enough to make this decision for himself. But that
may be too late. Researchers are finding that, in general,
the younger a child is, the more likely he is to benefit
significantly from a cochlear implant.
It is important to talk to parents who have chosen a
cochlear implant for their child. Talk, also, with parents
who have decided against an implant. Talk to older
children and teenagers who are successful users of the
implant, as well as those who no longer use it.

___ I want to be able to better understand the audiologist’s written report.
___ My child responds to sound even without hearing aids on. Does he really
need the aids?
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My Turn To Learn is sold for
Cdn $32.95/US$32.95 each. Please
add Cdn$15/US$15 per copy for
shipping & handling (for delivery in
Canada or the United States).
ISBN: 9780968096406
SIZE: 7” X 9”
NO. OF INSIDE PAGES: 384
PERFECT BINDING
As of February 2008, My Turn To Learn is also
available in the following languages: Chinese
(both Simplified & Traditional Chinese), Farsi/
Persian, Korean and Punjabi. Please contact us for
more details.
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– Dr. Janet Jamieson
Associate Professor & Director
Program in Education for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Faculty of Education, University of British Columbia
“My Turn to Learn is an excellent resource for parents
of newly diagnosed deaf and hard of hearing children,
professionals working in the field, and students
seeking a comprehensive textbook on the subject of
hearing loss. The feedback from parents, professionals,
and students since the first edition has been extremely
positive. Their comments include ‘easy to read’ … ‘all I
ever wanted to know’ … ‘a great reference guide’ …
‘contains information from parents perspectives.’”
– Carolyn Graves, RN, MSN
Team Leader, Hearing Loss Team
Sunny Hill Health Centre for Children
British Columbia, Canada

(For rush orders, fax this form to 604-584-2800)

A cheque for $____________ is enclosed (Please make cheque payable to
By credit card

“My Turn to Learn is a ‘must-have’ for parents of deaf
and hard of hearing infants, toddlers, and preschoolers, and for the professionals who work with them in
early intervention. Parents will appreciate the clear
writing and the compassionate voice of other parents,
while professionals will respect the multidisciplinary
expertise and evidence-based recommendations. Both
groups will appreciate the breadth of topics covered
and the family-focused, non-judgmental tone, which
transcends methodological disputes and focuses
instead on nurturing healthy families.”

BC Family Hearing Resource Centre
15220 - 92nd Avenue
Surrey, BC
Canada V3R 2T8
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– Arlene Stredler Brown, CCC-SLP, CED
Coordinator, Early Intervention and Education Programs
Marion Downs Hearing Center
at University of Colorado Hospital

Send order with payment to:

Please send me #_______ copy(ies) of My Turn To Learn

Phone

“My Turn to Learn is a valuable resource for parents.
It provides complete and detailed information about
hearing loss and its potential impact on child development. Filled with pictures to describe specific strategies
and a bountiful number of worksheets, this book offers
a never-ending supply of relevant suggestions for
parents. Vignettes from parents’ own experiences combines with the expertise and experience of the authors
to provide a comprehensive up-to-date resource.”
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